The Bureau of Indian Affairs has issued guidelines interpreting the ICWA, including section 1915(a). Those guidelines specifically discuss what constitutes "good cause" to modify the preferences set forth in section 1915(a):

**F.3. Good Cause To Modify Preferences**

(a) For purposes of foster care, preadoptive or adoptive placement, a determination of good cause not to follow the order of preference set out above shall be based on one or more of the following considerations:

(i) The request of the biological parents or the child when the child is of sufficient age.

(ii) The extraordinary physical or emotional needs of the child as established by testimony of a qualified expert witness.

(iii) The unavailability of suitable families for placement after a diligent search has been completed for families meeting the preference criteria.

(b) The burden of establishing the existence of good cause not to follow the order of preferences established in subsection (b) shall be on the party urging that the preference not be followed.

Guidelines for State Courts; Indian Child Custody Proceedings, 44 Fed. Reg. 67,583, 67,594 (Nov. 26, 1979). Nonetheless, as acknowledged in the introduction to the guidelines, this provision applying "good cause" to modify preferences, and the guidelines in general, are interpretative, not legislative, in nature, and not binding on the courts:

Although the rulemaking procedures of the Administrative Procedure Act have been followed in developing these guidelines, they are not published as regulations because they are not intended to have binding legislative effect. . . . If procedures different from those recommended in these guidelines are adopted by a state, their adequacy to protect rights guaranteed by the Act will have to be judged on their own merits.

44 Fed. Reg. 67,584 (Nov. 26, 1979). The guideline on "good cause" is clearly interpretative because the ICWA does not expressly delegate to the Secretary the responsibility to interpret the statutory language of section 105. As acknowledged by the introduction to the guidelines, "[p]rimary responsibility for interpreting . . . language in the Act [which does not lie with the department] rests with the courts that decide Indian child custody cases." Id.

Because the guidelines are merely interpretative and not legislative, we conclude that this case does not merit the amicus participation of the United States. The language of section 105(a) clearly leaves the state court with ample discretion to modify the preferences set forth there as long as "good cause" is shown. The department's guidelines on "good cause" are not binding on the court and therefore provide no legal basis for us to argue that awarding custody to the foster parents is incorrect as a matter of law. The legislative history of the ICWA expressly provides that "placement of an Indian child with a non-Indian family" is not precluded by section 105(a). H.R. Rep. No. 1386, 95th Cong., 2d Sess. 23 (1978). Moreover, the state court has recognized that the ICWA applies to this child and we have no reason to believe it will ignore the Act when it makes its adoption determination. Finally, we fail to recognize a significant federal interest that would be implicated by the state court's adoption determination in this case.

Please be advised that our decision at this time does not rule out federal amicus participation at the appellate level should a strictly legal issue arise as a result of the trial court's determination. I appreciate your bringing this matter to our attention.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Assistant Attorney General

Land and Natural Resources Division
STATEMENT OF
BETTY J. STEWART, ACSW
ASSOCIATE COMMISSIONER
FOR THE CHILDREN'S BUREAU
BEFORE
SELECT COMMITTEE ON INDIAN AFFAIRS
U.S. SENATE
NOVEMBER 10, 1987

MR. CHAIRMAN, MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE:

I AM PLEASED TO APPEAR HERE TODAY TO DISCUSS IMPLEMENTATION OF THE INDIAN CHILD WELFARE ACT AND HOW THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES HAS COORDINATED ACTIVITIES WITH THE BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS (BIA) TO ASSIST IN ACHIEVING THE GOALS OF THE ACT. I AM HERE REPRESENTING THE CHILDREN'S BUREAU WHICH IS LOCATED IN THE ADMINISTRATION FOR CHILDREN, YOUTH AND FAMILIES (ACYF) IN THE OFFICE OF HUMAN DEVELOPMENT SERVICES (HDS) IN THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES (HHS). THE CHILDREN'S BUREAU ADMINISTERS THE CHILD WELFARE SERVICES PROGRAM UNDER TITLE IV-B OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY ACT AND HAS A LONGSTANDING INTEREST IN CHILD WELFARE SERVICES FOR INDIAN CHILDREN AND THEIR FAMILIES.

THE INDIAN CHILD WELFARE ACT OF 1978 IS THE EXPRESSION OF THIS NATION'S POLICY TO PROTECT THE BEST INTERESTS OF INDIAN CHILDREN AND TO PROMOTE THE STABILITY AND SECURITY OF INDIAN FAMILIES. IT ESTABLISHED STANDARDS GOVERNING THE REMOVAL OF INDIAN CHILDREN FROM THEIR FAMILIES, ENCOURAGED THE PLACEMENT OF SUCH CHILDREN IN FOSTER OR ADOPTIVE HOMES WHICH REFLECT THE UNIQUE VALUES OF INDIAN CULTURE, AND HELD THAT NO ADOPTION OF INDIAN CHILDREN WOULD BE LEGAL UNLESS A TRIBAL COURT CONCURS. WE FULLY SUPPORT THE LAW'S EMPHASIS ON TRIBAL JURISDICTION OVER INDIAN CHILD WELFARE MATTERS AND THESE EFFORTS TO PRESERVE THE CHILD'S CULTURAL HERITAGE.
Our support for the Act and its goals has been demonstrated in a number of ways. Most notably, we have facilitated agreements between States and Indian Tribes and have undertaken several joint projects with the Bureau of Indian Affairs. In addition, we have used HHS discretionary grant funds to provide seed money and training for Indians working in the child welfare field. These contributions, in turn, are perhaps best seen in the context of the larger role that the Children's Bureau plays in providing services to all children.

**CHILD WELFARE SERVICES - TITLE IV-B OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY ACT**

Many of the principles of the Indian Child Welfare Act are similar to the requirements of the Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act of 1980 (P.L. 96-272). This landmark legislation established a new Foster Care and Adoption Assistance program under Title IV-E of the Social Security Act and modified the Title IV-B Child Welfare Services program to improve protections and services for children.

The goals of P.L. 96-272 and the goals of the Department in administering this legislation are:

- Prevention of unnecessary separation of the child from the parents;
- Improved quality of care and services to children and their families, and
- Permanent homes for children through reunification with their parents or through adoption.

Our philosophy is that, if possible, all children should stay with their parents; if they are already in foster care, they should be reunited with their parents; if children cannot stay with or be returned to their parents, they should be adopted. Therefore, in recent years, we have put major emphasis on the provision of family-based services to prevent foster care, prompt reunification of children who are in foster care, and the adoption of children with special needs.

Under P.L. 96-272 the Secretary of Health and Human Services makes grants to States for child welfare services and may provide direct funding for child welfare services to Indian Tribes. Tribal grants were first awarded in 1983. In 1987, 35 Indian Tribal organizations received grants totalling $432,679 under Section 428 of the Social Security Act.
To be eligible for funding, a Federally recognized Tribe must be delivering child welfare services under an Indian Self-Determination Act contract with the BIA and must develop a Child Welfare Services Plan through joint planning with HDS/CB staff. Joint planning, which is required by the law, means Tribal and Federal review and analysis of the Tribe's current child welfare services program, analysis of the service needs of children and their families, identification of unmet service needs to be addressed in a plan for program improvement, and development of goals and objectives to achieve those improvements. ACYF Regional Office staff have met on an annual basis with Indian Tribes to carry out joint planning.

We believe that the planning effort is a worthwhile undertaking because it gives the Tribes the leadership role in assessing their needs and developing suitable resources. With the Tribe's concurrence joint planning also offers the opportunity to include both the State and the BIA in the planning process and provides a framework for cooperative agreements concerning the provision of these services.

Tribal-State Agreements

The provision of services to Indian children and families, particularly children and families on reservations, varies depending on relationships between the Tribes and the State. In some States, there are excellent working relationships with joint planning and Indian Tribal involvement in funding decisions. In other States, however, Tribal-State relations tend to be problematic. The problem of divided or uncertain legal jurisdiction and responsibility for intervention and provision of services has long been recognized. One solution proposed has been the development of Tribal-State agreements on Indian child welfare issues spelling out State and tribal responsibility for action and funding.

Past agreements were supported by both ACYF and the Administration for Native Americans (ANA) but tended to be narrow in scope -- for instance, an agreement that the State would contract with the Tribe to develop and maintain Native American foster homes on the reservation. A State could have a different agreement with each of the tribes in the State.
Recently however, the American Association of Indian Affairs has worked with the State of Washington and an association of Washington Tribes to develop a comprehensive agreement, covering all aspects of Indian Child Welfare and defining responsibilities and procedures in all circumstances. This agreement has now been signed by the State and almost all of the 26 Washington Tribes. This winter, ACYF will sponsor a meeting with representatives from the American Association of Indian Affairs, the State of Washington Indian desk, and the Tribal association to present information on the development and implementation of this agreement. The meeting will bring together ANA, ACYF, BIA, Congressional staff and Native American organizations. It is hoped that this agreement will serve as a model for other States and Tribal associations.

**Joint Study**

In a number of other Indian child welfare areas. HDS and BIA have engaged in collaborative efforts to improve services to Indian children. For example, in September 1985, ACYF and BIA jointly contracted for a study of the prevalence of Indian children in substitute or foster care. The study also examined the implementation of the Indian Child Welfare Act and relevant portions of P.L. 96-272 as they affect Indian children and families. This is the first systematic national examination of the effects of the Indian Child Welfare Act.

The purpose of the study was to determine the number of Indian children in substitute or foster care across the country and to obtain data about their placements and case goals. The study was also designed to learn how States, tribes and BIA agencies are working together in an effort to comply with the legislation, and to determine what successes and problems are affecting its implementation.

Data collection for the study was recently completed. A high return rate for the survey was achieved. Preliminary findings indicate there were approximately 9,123 Indian children in substitute care in 1986. The final study report is expected to be available by January 1988.

Other examples of collaborative efforts between ACYF and BIA include:

- BIA participates in two ACYF advisory boards which are appointed by the Secretary of HHS: the National Advisory Board on Child Abuse and Neglect and the Advisory Committee on Foster Care and Adoption Information.
- BIA staff have been detailed to HDS to work on Indian child welfare issues.
For several years, BIA staff have served on HHS grant review panels and HHS staff have served on BIA grant review panels in the area of Indian child welfare services.

The Children's Bureau participated as a member of the BIA Task Force on Child Abuse and Neglect which advised BIA in its development and implementation of Local Child Protection Teams.

One outcome of this interagency collaboration has been a formal interagency agreement under which HHS transferred $200,000 of FY 1987 child abuse prevention funds to the BIA to be used on two reservations with special problems of child sexual abuse.

Discretionary Grant Program

From 1985 to 1987, HHS has funded approximately 66 discretionary grants totalling over $4 million to address a wide variety of Indian child welfare issues. Some projects were focused on developing cooperation between States and Indian Tribes on child welfare issues. Other projects were focused on prevention of out-of-home placements and improving child protective services on Indian reservations. Other grants provide training for Indian students interested in working in child welfare services and for Indian practitioners already working in the area. Still other projects were designed to help resolve problems with chemical dependency, school drop-outs, and runaways.

These HDS discretionary grants, it must be emphasized, are for developmental purposes only. Grants made by BIA under the Indian Child Welfare Act are designed to fund direct service delivery. The discretionary grants made by HHS complement BIA efforts by providing seed money for future improvements in services.

In closing, the Department actively supports the Indian Child Welfare Act and the principles it embodies regarding the prevention of family separation; the promotion of family reunification; and the central role of Indian Tribes in deciding these issues.

Although we have not yet completed our analysis of the draft bill proposed by the Association on American Indian Affairs, we appreciate the opportunity to comment on draft legislation affecting the Department of Health and Human Services.

Mr. Chairman, that concludes my prepared remarks and now I would be happy to respond to any questions that you or other members of the Committee may have.
Honorable Senators and staff of the Select Committee; thank you for allowing me to testify. My name is Michelle Penoziequah Aguilar. I am the Executive Director of the Governor's Office of Indian Affairs for the State of Washington. I also serve as a board member of the Indian Child Welfare Advisory Committee for the Affiliated Tribes of Northwest Indians and as a founding board member of Northwest Indian Child Welfare Association. My academic background is in human services and public administration. Prior to my current position I served as the Indian Child Welfare Program Director for The Suquamish Tribe. This is the second Indian Child Welfare oversight hearing at which I have testified.

As with any legislation, through the implementation process, areas of unclear language, jurisdiction, procedural difficulties, and misinterpretation of intent are discovered. Over the years some of the problems in the act have become tremendous barriers to implementation and operation of child welfare services both by tribal and state programs. These barriers and misunderstandings as to the intent of certain passages in the legislation have in some cases prevented a cooperative mode of operation and service provision between the state and the tribes. This in turn has hurt children and families.

Approximately four years ago tribal social workers in this state got together to discuss their frustration in trying to overcome these barriers and provide appropriate Indian child welfare services as intended by the act. After approximately one year a draft tribal/state agreement had been developed that could be presented to the state for negotiation between the governments. This draft agreement outlined the problems that existed on both the federal level and the state level and offered procedural solutions to the difficulties in service provision for all parties. Involved in the two and one half year negotiation process were representatives from the Bureau of Indian Affairs, Washington State Indian tribes and their legal counsel, the Department of Social and Health Services (DSHS) Division of Children and Family Services, DSHS Office of Indian Affairs, DSHS Legislative and Community Relations, the state Attorney General's Office, and the Governor's Office of Indian Affairs. This agreement is considered to be the most comprehensive tribal/state agreement in the nation.

Jule Sugarman, Secretary, Department of Social and Health Services, said "This agreement represents a most significant and impressive partnership which I fully support. This agency is committed to the terms, conditions and obligations contained in the agreement."

This agreement will serve as a blueprint for the development of policy, local agreements, training, and other necessary
activities to be undertaken jointly by the tribes and DSHS. Among the principles and concepts mutually agreed upon are:

- DSHS recognizes the jurisdiction of tribal governments over Indian child welfare matters.
- DSHS will utilize the prevailing social and cultural standards of Indian tribes and will involve tribal social services in all phases of placement services to Indian children.
- DSHS agrees to purchase child welfare services and social services by contract from tribes.
- DSHS agrees to provide pertinent Indian child welfare training to its staff serving Indian children.
- DSHS will provide notice of all state court proceedings regarding Indian children to parents, Indian custodians, tribal representatives, Bureau of Indian Affairs, when necessary, and extended family members.
- DSHS will enter into agreements with tribes for the delivery of Child Protective Services on reservations.

The outcome of the negotiation process and the agreement is manyfold. It created a strong working relationship with the state and tribes, it created legislation that brought the state into compliance with the Act. It began a process to develop an Indian child welfare compliance audit cooperatively with the BIA, The Affiliated Tribes, and with the states of Oregon and Washington. It also made the involved state agencies very aware of the need for amendments to the act and for appropriate levels of non-competitive funding for tribal Indian child welfare programs.

This state is doing everything it can under very tight financial constraints to assist the tribes in providing culturally sensitive services to their children and families through tribal programs. This assistance is very minimal. I am here to implore you to consider putting a priority on the development of a bill that would address the specific areas of the act that need amending. I’ve included a copy of the tribal/state agreement, concurrent jurisdiction and exclusive jurisdiction, as well as a copy of second substitute house bill number 480 (the legislation referred to earlier in this document). As you will notice when reading the agreement, it goes beyond the Act to meet what the state and tribes felt was the intent of the act. It was important to develop this agreement to meet the needs of Indian children and families that the act does not address or where intent was not clear. The state of Washington would be glad to comment on a bill and assist in any other way we could.
Mr. Chairman and Committee members. Thank you for inviting us to testify before this Committee. The Senate Select Committee on Indian Affairs has played a vital role in enacting legislation to protect Indian children and families. We are pleased to see that the Committee has a continuing interest in this important issue.

The Association on American Indian Affairs, Inc. (AAIA) is a national non-profit citizens' organization headquartered in New York City and dedicated to the preservation and enhancement of the rights and culture of American Indians and Alaska Natives. The policies of the Association are formulated by a Board of Directors, a majority of whom are Native Americans. The Association began its active involvement in Indian child welfare issues in 1967 and for many years was the only national organization active in confronting the crisis in Indian child welfare. AAIA studies were prominently mentioned in committee reports pertaining to the enactment of the Indian Child Welfare Act and, at the invitation of Congress, AAIA was closely involved in the preparation of the Act. We continue to work with tribes in implementing the Act including the negotiation of tribal-state agreements and legal assistance in contested cases.

This testimony is presented in support of legislation amending the Indian Child Welfare Act to strengthen and clarify the Act and legislation providing for direct federal funding to tribes from generally applicable Federal grant programs targeted to social services programs -- specifically the Title XX Social
Services Block Grant, Titles IV-B and IV-E of the Social Security Act and the Alcohol, Mental Health and Drug Abuse Block Grant.

The Indian Child Welfare Act was landmark legislation. The Act was a response to widespread evidence that abusive child welfare practices had caused thousands of Indian children to be wrongfully separated from their families, usually to be placed in non-Indian households or institutions. The essential role of tribes in ensuring the well-being of their children was a cornerstone of the Act.

The Act has provided vital protections to Indian children, families and tribes. It has formalized the authority and role of tribes in the Indian child welfare process. It has forced greater efforts and more painstaking analysis by agencies and courts before removing Indian children from their homes. It has provided procedural protections to families and tribes to prevent arbitrary removals of children. It has required recognition by agencies and courts alike that an Indian child has a vital interest in retaining a connection with his or her Indian heritage.

Nonetheless, our work in the field and continual contact with individuals involved in all levels of Indian child welfare has revealed to us that there are a number of obstacles which prevent Indian people from fully realizing the benefits of the Indian Child Welfare Act. Foremost among the obstacles to success has been the lack of adequate funding for tribal social services programs. These programs are best suited to provide services to Indian children and in the best position to ensure that all public and private agencies involved with the children comply with the Act. Adequately funded tribal programs -- for example those tribes that have received Title XX funding through a contract with the State -- have the capacity to provide services to Indian communities in an efficient and culturally sensitive manner. Yet the only resource available to many tribes is the inadequately funded and competitive ICWA Title II grant which has been arbitrarily and erratically administered by the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

Another obstacle to the full and effective implementation of the Indian Child Welfare Act has been the uneven implementation of the Act by state agencies and courts. Agencies and courts that are not sympathetic to the Act's goals have sometimes circumscribed or circumvented the Act. Strained and narrow readings of its provisions have limited the scope and protections of the Act far more than Congress intended. In addition, experience with the Act has revealed issues that were not considered in 1978 and which could beneficially be addressed legislatively.

After continually being confronted by these problems in our work, we commenced a process to develop legislative recommendations to rectify these problems. AAIA informally surveyed dozens of people by phone, held meetings and gave seminars on Indian child welfare -- leading to substantial contact with social workers, attorneys and others involved in
Indian child welfare. We carefully reviewed case law and publications relating to the Act and the transcripts of 1984 and 1986 Congressional oversight hearings. Based upon these contacts and analyses, we drafted legislative proposals and circulated them to many persons known to the Association throughout Indian country who have had a long time involvement in Indian child welfare. The attached bills incorporate comments made by those individuals to whom the proposals were sent.

The bills are currently structured as two separate bills, but they are interrelated and could be combined. One bill amends the Indian Child Welfare Act. The other proposes a long-term solution to the Indian social services funding problem by providing for tribal set-asides in a number of social services programs currently targeted toward states. Both bills recognize that the best, most culturally sensitive mechanism for protecting Indian families and children is a strengthened tribe -- one with adequate authority; input and resources to provide the types of services and oversight, and, where appropriate, advocacy that are needed by Indian children and families. Such an approach is consistent with the overriding principle of Indian self-determination which rightfully informs the actions of Congress in the field of Indian affairs.

The substance of the proposals can be summarized as follows:

The Indian Child Welfare Act Amendments of 1987

This proposal amends the Indian Child Welfare Act to clarify and expand the Act. The major goals of the amendments are as follows:

1. Clarify and expand coverage of the Act.
   - all children enrolled or eligible for enrollment are covered by the Act; previous living in an Indian environment is not a requirement of the Act
   - putative fathers need not take formal legal action to acknowledge paternity
   - expand the Act to provide coverage to Canadian Indian children for the purposes of notice, burdens of proof and placements, but not for purposes of jurisdiction

2. Increase tribal involvement and control
   - clarify transfer provisions by defining what constitutes good cause not to transfer
   - clarify that all tribes have exclusive jurisdiction over children domiciled or resident on the reservation
   - clarify that tribally-licensed foster care homes are eligible for Title IV-E foster care payments
   - expand requirements for involvement of tribal social services programs in any case where continued state involvement with an Indian child is expected, including a requirement that such services and other tribal resources be brought to bear before removal of a child, except in emergency circumstances

3. Keep families intact whenever possible
requirement that tribal services be utilized (see above)
- appointed counsel for families in administrative proceedings
- testimony from culturally sensitive expert witnesses as a prerequisite to removal of a child
- additional safeguards to ensure that all consents to out-of-home placements are truly voluntary
- make explicit the requirement that the natural family receive notice if an adoptive placement fails

4. Placement of children who must be placed with the extended family, other tribal members or other Indian families whenever possible
- make placement preferences mandatory, except for explicit instances where alternative placements would be permitted
- extended family provided with greater rights to intervene in proceedings and to challenge prior placements not in accordance with placement preferences

5. Fairer and quicker proceedings
- increased access to federal courts
- requirement that proceedings be expedited

6. Compliance monitoring mechanisms
- creation of area-based Indian child welfare committees

- requirement that private agencies be required to comply with the ICWA as a condition of continued licensure
- inclusion of ICWA compliance in Title XX audits of state programs

7. Improvement of Title II grant process
- programs in accordance with tribal priorities
- review by non-Federal employees chosen in consultation with tribes

8. Better recordkeeping and increased access to records

The Indian Social Services Assistance Act of 1987

This proposal provides for a tribal set-aside -- determined by a formula which takes into account the Indian population on or near the reservation (as modified to deal with the special circumstances in Oklahoma and Alaska) and poverty levels of the population -- in the following programs:

1. Title XX Social Services Block Grant
2. Title IV-B Child Welfare Services
3. Alcohol, Mental Health and Drug Abuse Block Grant

The proposal also provides Title IV-E funding for tribally-licensed foster homes.

Consolidation of programs and formation of tribal consortiums would be permitted.

At current funding levels, the formulas would dictate a tribal set-aside of approximately $30-40 million/year. An
additional undetermined amount would be available for Title IV-E foster payments.

Thank you once again for inviting us to testify at this hearing. Attached as appendices are the full texts of AAIA's proposals, explanatory summaries and revenue estimates.

APPENDIX A

INDIAN CHILD WELFARE ACT AMENDMENTS OF 1987

[ ] - Deletions

___ - Additions

An Act to amend the Indian Child Welfare Act of 1978 and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

TITLE I - INDIAN CHILD WELFARE ACT AMENDMENTS

SEC. 101. Section 4 of the Indian Child Welfare Act (25 U.S.C. 1903) is amended to read as follows--

"SEC. 4. For the purposes of this Act, except as may be specifically provided otherwise--

(1) "child custody proceeding" shall mean and include--
(i) "foster care placement" which shall mean any administrative, adjudicatory or dispositional action, including a voluntary proceeding under section 103 of this Act, which may result in the placement of an Indian child [from its parent or Indian custodian for temporary placement] in a foster home or institution, group home or the home of a guardian or conservator [where the parent or Indian custodian cannot have the child returned upon demand, but where parental rights have not been terminated];

(ii) "termination of parental rights" which shall mean any adjudicatory or dispositional action, including a voluntary proceeding under section 103 of this Act, which may result [resulting] in the termination of the parent-child relationship or the permanent removal of the child from the parent's custody;

(iii) "preadoptive placement" which shall mean the temporary placement of an Indian child in a foster home or institution after the termination of parental rights, but prior to or in lieu of adoptive placement; and

(iv) "adoptive placement" which shall mean the permanent placement of an Indian child for adoption, including any administrative, adjudicatory or dispositional action or any voluntary proceeding under section 103 of this Act, whether the placement is made by a state agency or by a private agency or individuals, which may result [resulting] in a final decree of adoption.

Such term or terms shall include the placement of Indian children from birth to the age of majority including Indian children born out of wedlock. Such term or terms shall not include a placement based upon an act which, if committed by an adult, would be deemed a crime. Such terms shall also not include a placement based [or] upon an award of custody [in a divorce proceeding] to one of the parents in any proceeding involving a custody contest between the parents. All other proceedings involving family members which meet this definition are covered by this Act.

(2) "domicile" shall be defined by the tribal law or custom of the Indian child's tribe, or in the absence of such law or custom, shall be defined as that place where a person maintains a residence with the intention of continuing such residence for an unlimited or indefinite period, and to which such person has the intention of returning whenever he is absent, even for an extended period;
(2) "extended family member" shall be defined by the law or custom of the Indian child's tribe or, in the absence of such law or custom, shall be a person who has reached the age of eighteen and who, by blood or marriage, is the Indian child's grandparent, aunt or uncle, brother or sister, brother-in-law or sister-in-law, niece or nephew, first or second cousin, or stepparent;

(4) "Indian" means any person who is a member of an Indian tribe, [or who is an Alaska Native and a member of a Regional Corporation as defined in section 7] including an Alaska Native who is a member of any Alaska Native village as defined in section 3(c) of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act (85 Stat. 688, 689), any person who is considered by an Indian tribe to be a part of its community, or, for purposes of sections 107, any person who is seeking to determine eligibility for tribal membership;

(5) "Indian child" means any unmarried person who is under age eighteen and is [either] (a) a member of an Indian tribe or (b) is eligible for membership in an Indian tribe [and is the biological child of a member of an Indian tribe] or (c) is considered by an Indian tribe to be part of its community. Any child who meets the criteria in clause (a) or (b) is covered by this Act regardless of whether the child has lived in Indian country, an Indian cultural environment or with an Indian parent;

(6) "Indian child's tribe" means (a) the Indian tribe in which the Indian child is a member or eligible for membership or (b) in the case of an Indian child who is a member of or eligible for membership in more than one tribe, the Indian tribe with which the Indian child has the more significant contacts. The tribe with the more significant contacts may designate as the Indian child's tribe another tribe in which the child is a member or eligible for membership with the consent of that tribe;

(7) "Indian custodian" means any Indian person who has legal custody of an Indian child under tribal law or custom or under State law or, to whom temporary physical care, custody, and control has been voluntarily transferred by the parent of such child whether through the tribe, state or a private placement;

(8) "Indian organization" means any group, association, partnership, corporation, or other legal entity owned or controlled by Indians, or a majority of whose members are Indians;

(9) "Indian tribe" means any Indian tribe, band,
nation, or other organized group or community of Indians, recognized as eligible for the services provided to Indians by the Secretary because of their status as Indians, including any Alaska Native village as defined in section 3(c) of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act (85 Stat. 688, 689), as amended, those tribes, bands, nations or groups terminated since 1940, and for the purposes of sections 101(c), 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 110, 111 and 112 of this Act, those tribes, bands, nations or other organized groups that are recognized now or in the future by the Government of Canada or any province or territory thereof;

[(9)] (10) "parent" means any biological parent or parents of an Indian child or any Indian person who has lawfully adopted an Indian child, including adoptions under tribal law or custom. It does not include, except for the purposes of the notice provision of this Act, the unwed father where paternity has not been acknowledged or established under tribal law or custom. For the purposes of asserting parental rights under this Act or State law, paternity may be acknowledged or established at any time prior to final termination of such rights under this Act or State law. An unwed father who has openly proclaimed his paternity to the mother, extended family, community or tribe of the child or who has submitted a letter, statement or other document to the

court, a party to the child custody proceeding or a representative of any public entity, including a child placement or adoption agency licensed by the state, shall be deemed to have acknowledged paternity for the purposes of this Act:

[(11)] "qualified expert witness" means (a) a member of the Indian child's tribe who is recognized by the tribal community as knowledgeable in tribal customs as they pertain to family organization and childrearing practices, or (b) a person having substantial experience in the delivery of child and family services to Indians, and extensive knowledge of prevailing social and cultural standards and childrearing practices within the Indian child's tribe, or (c) a professional person having substantial education and experience in the area of his or her specialty who has knowledge of prevailing social and cultural standards and childrearing practices within the Indian child's tribe;

[(10)] (12) "reservation" means Indian country as defined in section 1151 of Title 18, United States Code and any lands, not covered under such section, title to which is either held by the United States in trust for the benefit of any Indian tribe or individual or held by any Indian tribe or individual subject to a restriction by the United States against alienation;
(13) "residence" shall be defined by the tribal law or custom of the Indian child's tribe, or in the absence of such law or custom, shall be defined as a place of general abode or a principal, actual dwelling place of a continuing or lasting nature.

[(11) (14)] "Secretary" means the Secretary of the Interior; and

[(12) (15)] "tribal court" means a court with jurisdiction over child custody proceedings and which is either a Court of Indian Offenses, a court established and operated under the code or custom of an Indian tribe, or any other administrative body of a tribe which is vested with authority over child custody proceedings.

SEC. 102. Section 101 of the Indian Child Welfare Act (25 U.S.C. 1911) is amended to read as follows--

"SEC. 101 (a) Notwithstanding any other Federal law to the contrary, an [An] Indian tribe shall have jurisdiction exclusive as to any State over any child custody proceeding involving an Indian child who resides or is domiciled within the reservation of such tribe, except where [such jurisdiction is] concurrent jurisdiction over voluntary child custody proceedings may be otherwise vested in the State by existing Federal law or where jurisdiction is otherwise vested in a state, pursuant to an agreement entered into pursuant to section 109 of this Act. Where an Indian child is a ward of a tribal court, the Indian tribe shall retain exclusive jurisdiction, notwithstanding the residence or domicile of the child.

(b) In any State court child custody proceeding [for the foster care placement of, or termination of parental rights to,] involving an Indian child not domiciled or residing within the reservation of the Indian child's tribe or in proceedings involving children domiciled or residing on the reservation where a state has assumed jurisdiction pursuant to subsection (a) of this section, the court, in the absence of [good cause] an agreement entered into under section 109 of this Act to the contrary, shall transfer such proceeding to the jurisdiction of the tribe, absent [an] an unrevoked objection by either parent determined to be consistent with the purposes of this Act, upon the petition or request, orally or in writing, of either parent or the Indian custodian or the Indian child's tribe. Provided that the court may deny such transfer of jurisdiction where the petitioner did not file the petition within a reasonable time after receiving notice of the hearing and the proceeding is at an advanced stage when the petition to transfer is filed or if the evidence necessary to decide the case cannot be presented in the tribal court without undue hardship to the
parties or the witnesses and that hardship cannot be mitigated by the tribal court. Provided further, That such transfer shall be subject to declination by the tribal court of such tribe.

(c) In any State court child custody proceeding [for the foster care placement of, or termination of parental rights to,] involving an Indian child, the Indian custodian of the child, the biological parent of the child unless parental rights have been previously terminated and the Indian child's tribe shall have a right to intervene at any point in the proceeding. The Indian custodian, the biological parent, except as provided above, and the Indian child's tribe shall also have a right to intervene in any administrative or judicial proceeding under State law to review the foster care, preadoptive or adoptive placement of an Indian child. The Indian child's tribe may permit an Indian organization or other Indian tribe to intervene in its behalf.

(d) Whenever a non-tribal social services agency determines that an Indian child is in a dependent or other condition that could lead to a foster care placement, preadoptive placement or adoptive placement and which requires the continued involvement of the agency with the child for a period in excess of 30 days, the agency shall send notice of the condition and of the initial steps taken to remedy it to the Indian child's tribe within seven days of the determination. At this and any subsequent stage of its involvement with an Indian child, the agency shall, upon request, give the tribe full cooperation including access to all files concerning the child. If the files contain confidential or private data, the agency may require execution of an agreement with the tribe providing that the tribe shall maintain the data according to statutory provisions applicable to the data.

[(d)] (e) The United States, every State, every territory or possession of the United States, and every Indian tribe shall give full faith and credit to the public acts, records, and judicial proceedings of any Indian tribe applicable to Indian child custody proceedings to the same extent that such entities give full faith and credit to the public acts, records, and judicial proceedings of any other entity. Differences in practice and procedure that do not affect the fundamental fairness of the proceeding shall not be cause to deny full faith and credit to a tribal judicial proceeding.
U.S.C. 1912) is amended to read as follows—

"SEC. 102(a) In any involuntary child custody proceeding in a State court, where the court or the petitioner knows or has reason to know that an Indian child is involved, the party seeking the foster care, preadoptive or adoptive placement of, or termination of parental rights to, an Indian child, or which otherwise has initiated a child custody proceeding, shall notify the parent, or Indian custodian, if any, and the Indian child's tribe, by registered mail with return receipt requested, of the pending proceedings, of their right of intervention, and of their right to petition or request the court to transfer the case to tribal court. Whenever an Indian child is eligible for membership in more than one tribe, each such tribe shall receive notice of the pending proceeding. If the identity or location of the parent or Indian custodian and the tribe cannot be determined after reasonable inquiry of the parent, custodian and child, such notice shall be given to the Secretary in like manner, who shall have fifteen days after receipt to provide the requisite notice to the parent or Indian custodian and the tribe. No involuntary child custody [foster care placement or termination of parental rights] proceeding shall be held until at least [ten] fifteen days after receipt of notice by the parent or Indian custodian and the tribe or until at least thirty days after receipt of notice by the Secretary. Provided, That the parent or Indian custodian or the tribe shall, upon request, be granted up to twenty additional days to prepare for such proceeding. Provided further, That any request for appointed counsel, pursuant to subsection (b), shall toll the running of applicable time periods until a determination is made as to the parent or Indian custodian's eligibility for representation, unless the party requesting appointment of counsel waives such tolling.

(b) In any case in which the court or, in the case of an administrative proceeding, the administrator of the State agency determines indigency, the parent or Indian custodian shall have the right to court-appointed counsel in any [removal, placement, or termination] child custody proceeding. The court may, in its discretion, appoint counsel for the child upon a finding that such appointment is in the best interest of the child. Where State law makes no provision for appointment of counsel in such proceedings, the court or state agency shall promptly notify the Secretary upon appointment of counsel, and the Secretary, upon certification of the presiding judge or, where applicable, the administrator of the State agency, shall pay reasonable fees and expenses out of funds which may be appropriated pursuant to the Act of November 2, 1921 (42 Stat. 208; 25 U.S.C. 13). The Secretary shall also pay the reasonable fees and expenses of qualified expert witnesses retained on behalf of an indigent parent or Indian custodian.
(c) Each party [to a foster care placement or termination of parental rights] in any child custody proceeding under State law involving an Indian child shall have the right to examine and copy all reports or other documents [filed with the court] upon which any testimony or decision with respect to such action may be based.

(d) Any party seeking to effect a foster care, preadoptive or adoptive placement of, or termination of parental rights to, an Indian child under State law shall satisfy the court that active efforts, including efforts to involve the Indian child's tribe, extended family and off-reservation Indian organizations, where applicable, have been made to provide remedial services and rehabilitative programs designed to prevent the breakup of the Indian family and that these efforts have proved unsuccessful. In any case involving a non-tribal social services agency, no foster care, preadoptive or adoptive placement proceeding shall be commenced until the requirements of section 101(d) of this Act have been satisfied.

(e) No foster care placement may be ordered in such proceeding in the absence of a determination, supported by clear and convincing evidence, including testimony of qualified expert witnesses, that the [continued] custody of the child by the parent or Indian custodian is likely to result in serious emotional or physical damage to the child. The clear and convincing evidence and qualified expert witnesses requirements shall apply to any and all findings which the court makes which are relevant to its determination as to the need for foster care, including the finding required by subsection (d) of this section.

(f) No termination of parental rights may be ordered in such proceeding in the absence of a determination, supported by evidence beyond a reasonable doubt, including testimony of qualified expert witnesses, that the [continued] custody of the child by the parent or Indian custodian is likely to result in serious emotional or physical damage to the child. The beyond a reasonable doubt and qualified expert witnesses requirements shall apply to any and all findings which the court makes which are relevant to its determination as to the need to terminate parental rights, including the finding required by subsection (d) of this section.

(g) Evidence that only shows the existence of community or family poverty, crowded or inadequate housing, alcohol abuse, or non-conforming social behavior does not constitute clear and convincing evidence or evidence beyond a reasonable doubt that custody by the parent or Indian custodian is likely to result in serious emotional or physical damage to the child. To meet the burden of proof, the evidence must show the direct causal relationship between particular conditions and
the serious emotional or physical damage to the child that is likely to result.

(h) Notwithstanding any State law to the contrary, a judge may enter an order which will provide for continued contact between the child and his or her parents, extended family or tribe following the entry of an order of adoption."

SEC. 104. Section 103 of the Indian Child Welfare Act (25 U.S.C. 1913) is amended to read as follows--

"SEC. 103 (a) (1) Where any parent or Indian custodian voluntarily consents to a foster care placement, [or to] termination of parental rights, or adoption under State law, such consent shall not be valid unless executed in writing and recorded before a judge of [a court of competent jurisdiction] a tribal or State court and accompanied by the presiding judge's certificate that the terms and consequences of the consent and the relevant provisions of this Act were fully explained in detail and were fully understood by the parent or Indian custodian. The court shall also certify that [either] the parent [or] and Indian custodian, if any, fully understood the explanation in English or that it was interpreted into a language that the parent or Indian custodian understood. Any consent given prior to, or within ten days after, birth of the Indian child shall not be valid.

An Indian parent or custodian may not waive any of the provisions of this section.

(2) At least ten days prior to any State court proceeding to validate a voluntary consent, the consenting parent shall notify the Indian child's tribe and the non-consenting parent, if any, by registered mail, return receipt requested, of the pending proceeding, of their right to intervention, and of their right to petition or request the court to transfer the case to tribal court.

(3) Consent to a foster care placement, termination of parental rights, preadoptive placement or adoptive placement shall not be deemed abandonment of the child by the parent or Indian custodian.

(4) The Secretary of Health and Human Services shall take appropriate action to ensure that all Indian Health Service personnel and consenting parents served by the Indian Health Service are informed of and comply with the provisions of this section.

(b) Any parent or Indian custodian may withdraw consent to a foster care placement under State law at any time and, upon such withdrawal, the child shall be returned immediately to the parent or Indian custodian unless returning the child to his or her parent or custodian would subject the child to a substantial and immediate danger of serious physical harm or
threat of such harm. The pendency of an involuntary child custody proceeding shall not be grounds to refuse to return the child to the parent or Indian custodian.

(c) In any voluntary proceeding for termination of parental rights to, or preadoptive or adoptive placement of, an Indian child, the consent of the parent or Indian custodian may be withdrawn for any reason at any time prior to the entry of a final decree of [termination or] adoption, [as the case may be,] and the child shall be immediately returned to the parent or Indian custodian unless returning the child to his or her parent or custodian would subject the child to a substantial and immediate danger of serious physical harm or threat of such harm. The pendency of an involuntary child custody proceeding shall not be grounds to refuse to return the child to the parent or Indian custodian.

(d) After the entry of a final decree of adoption of an Indian child in any State court, the parent may withdraw consent thereto upon the grounds that consent was obtained through fraud or duress and may petition the court to vacate such decree. Upon a finding based upon a preponderance of the evidence that such consent was obtained through fraud or duress, the court shall vacate such decree of adoption and return the child to the parent. Unless otherwise permitted under State law, no [No] adoption [which has been effective for at least two years] may be invalidated under the provisions of this subsection unless the parent or Indian custodian has petitioned the court within two years of the entry of a final decree of adoption [otherwise permitted under State law]."

SEC. 105. Section 104 of the Indian Child Welfare Act (25 U.S.C. 1914) is amended to read as follows--

"SEC. 104. (a) Any Indian child who is the subject of any action for foster care, preadoptive or adoptive placement or termination of parental rights under state law, any parent, [or] any Indian custodian from whose custody such child was removed and the Indian child's tribe may petition any court with [of competent] jurisdiction to invalidate such action upon a showing that such action violated any provision of sections 101, 102, [and] 103, 105 and 106 of this Act. The petition may include a demand that any subsequent child custody proceeding involving the same child be invalidated due to the violations which occurred in the earlier proceeding. Any member of the Indian child's extended family may intervene in a proceeding brought under this section and may independently petition any federal, state or tribal court with jurisdiction to invalidate such action upon a showing that such action violated any provision of section 106 of this Act. Such a petition may be filed at any time, but not more than two years following the entry of a final decree of adoption."
(b) Notwithstanding any law to the contrary, a federal court shall have jurisdiction for the purposes of this section. A federal court shall also have habeas corpus jurisdiction over Indian child custody proceedings.

(c) Upon the request of any party to the proceeding, the court shall hear any petition under this section or any appeal from a decision terminating the parental rights of a parent or Indian custodian on an expedited basis."

SEC. 106. Section 105 of the Indian Child Welfare Act (25 U.S.C. 1915) is amended to read as follows—

"SEC. 105. (a) Except as provided in sections (c) and (d) below, (In) any adoptive placement of an Indian child under State law[, a preference] shall be [given, in the absence of good cause to the contrary, to a placement] made in accordance with the following order of placement --

(I) a member of the Indian child's extended family;

(ii) a foster home licensed, approved, or specified by the Indian child's tribe;

(iii) an Indian foster home licensed or approved by an authorized non-Indian licensing authority; or

(iv) an institution for children approved by an Indian tribe or operated by an Indian organization which has a program suitable to meet the Indian child's needs.

(c) The order of placement established under subsection (a) or (b) of this section shall not apply to the placement of an Indian child where (1) the child is of sufficient age and maturity and requests a different placement; (2) the child has extraordinary physical or emotional needs, as established by the testimony of expert witnesses, that cannot be met through a placement within the order of placement; (3) there is clear and convincing evidence, including testimony of
qualified expert witnesses, that placement within the order of placement is likely to result in serious emotional or physical damage to the child; or (4) suitable families within such order of placement are unavailable after a diligent search has been completed, as provided for in subsections (f) and (g), for a family within the order of placement.

(d) [(c)] In the case of a placement under subsection (a) or (b) of this section, if the Indian child's tribe shall establish a different order of [preference] placement by resolution, the agency or court effecting the placement shall follow such order so long as, in the case of a foster care or preadoptive placement, the placement is the least restrictive setting appropriate to the particular needs of the child, as provided in subsection (b) of this section. [Where appropriate] Whenever the placement would be within one of the placement categories (or one of the exceptions in subsection (c) apply), the preference of the Indian child or parent and a request that the parent's identity remain confidential shall be considered. Provided, That the [where a] consenting [parent] parent's [evidences a] desire for anonymity shall not be grounds to fail to give notice to the Indian child's tribe or a non-consenting parent[, the court or agency shall give weight to such desire in applying the preferences].

(e) [(d)] Notwithstanding any State law to the contrary, the

[The] standards to be applied in meeting the [preference] placement requirements of this section shall be the prevailing social and cultural standards of the Indian community in which the parent or extended family resides or with which the parent or extended family members maintain social and cultural ties. If necessary to comply with this section, a State shall promulgate, in consultation with the affected tribes, separate state licensing standards for foster homes servicing Indian children and shall place Indian children in homes licensed or approved by the Indian child's tribe or an Indian organization.

(f) [(e)] A record of each such placement, under State law, of an Indian child shall be maintained by the State in which the placement was made evidencing the efforts to comply with the order of [preference] placement specified in this section. Such efforts must include, at a minimum, contacting the tribe prior to placement to determine if it can identity placements within the order of placement, notice to all extended family members that can be located through reasonable inquiry of the parent, custodian, child and Indian child's tribe, a search of all county or state listings of available Indian homes and contact with local Indian organizations and nationally known Indian programs with available placement resources. [Such] The record of the State's compliance efforts shall be made available at any time upon the request of the Secretary or the Indian child's
SEC. 107. Section 106 of the Indian Child Welfare Act (25 U.S.C. 1916) is amended to read as follows--

"SEC. 106. (a) Notwithstanding State law to the contrary, whenever a final decree of adoption of an Indian child has been vacated or set aside or the adoptive [parents voluntarily consent to the termination of their] parent's parental rights to the child have been terminated, the public or private agency or individual seeking to place the child, in accordance with the provisions of section 102(a), shall notify the biological parents, prior Indian custodians and the Indian child's tribe of the pending placement proceedings, their right of intervention, their right to petition for a transfer of jurisdiction to the tribal court and the parent's or Indian custodian's right to petition for return of custody. [a biological parent or prior Indian custodian may petition for return of custody and the] The court shall grant [such] the petition for return of custody of the parent or Indian custodian, as the case may be, unless there is a showing, in a proceeding subject to [the provisions] subsections (e) and (f) of section 102 of this Act, that such return of custody is not in the best interests of the child. Whenever an Indian child who has been adopted is later placed in foster care, the Indian child's tribe shall be notified and have the right to intervene in the proceeding.

(b) In the event that the court finds that the child should not be returned to the biological parents or prior Indian custodian, placement shall be made in accordance with the order of placement in section 1915. For the purposes of this section, extended family shall include the extended family of the biological parents or prior Indian custodian.

(c) [(b)] Whenever an Indian child is removed from a foster care home or institution for the purpose of further foster care, preadoptive, or adoptive placement, or when a review of any such placement is scheduled, such placement shall be in accordance with the provisions of this Act, including prior notice to the child's biological parents and prior Indian custodian, provided that their parental rights have not been terminated, and the Indian child's tribe, except in the case where an Indian child is being returned to the parent or Indian custodian from whose custody the child was originally removed."

SEC. 108. Section 107 of the Indian Child Welfare Act (25 U.S.C. 1917) is amended to read as follows--

"SEC. 107. Upon application by an adopted Indian individual who has reached the age of eighteen [and who was the subject of an adoptive placement], the Indian child's
tribe or the Indian child's adoptive parents, the court which entered the final decree, through court records or records subject to court order, shall inform such individual of the names and tribal affiliation, if any, of the individual's biological parents and grandparents, if necessary, and provide such other information as may be necessary to protect any rights flowing from the individual's tribal relationship."

SEC. 109. Section 108 of the Indian Child Welfare Act (25 U.S.C. 1918) is amended to read as follows--

"SEC. 108. (a) Any Indian tribe which became subject to State concurrent jurisdiction over voluntary child custody proceedings pursuant to the provisions of the Act of August 15, 1953 (67 Stat. 588), as amended by title IV of the Act of April 11, 1968 (82 Stat. 73,78), or pursuant to any other Federal law, may reassert exclusive jurisdiction over all voluntary child custody proceedings. Before any Indian tribe may reassert exclusive jurisdiction over voluntary Indian child custody proceedings, such tribe shall present to the Secretary for approval a petition to reassert such jurisdiction which includes a suitable plan to exercise such jurisdiction.

(b)(1) In considering the petition and feasibility of the plan of a tribe under subsection (a), the Secretary may consider, among other things:

(1) whether or not the tribe maintains a membership roll or alternative provision for clearly identifying the persons who will be affected by the reassumption of jurisdiction by the tribe;

(2) In those cases where the Secretary determines that full jurisdiction (the jurisdictional provisions of section 101(a) of this Act are) is not feasible, he is authorized to accept partial retrocession which will enable tribes to exercise (referral) exclusive jurisdiction (as provided in section 101(a)) over voluntary placements in limited community or geographical areas without regard for the reservation status.

(c) If the Secretary approves any petition under subsection